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Introduction
The crisis generated by the coronavirus pandemic has raised
questions about how we reconnect with life's principles. How
can we act in order to regenerate the Planet Earth: our only
home, which has been suffering for so long. Regeneration
occurs when we not only minimise the negative impacts, but
we act positively going beyond zero impact.
In this sense, we invite you to return to the “eco” (oikos: land
/ house). “Eco” also resonates as a sound that reproduces
itself, in this case, growing from the land and on the land.
We know that in this period of seclusion and social instability,
we need new projections to manage this house, our human
processes and the way we operate in the world.
Mandalah's Eco Mindmap emerged from this need to illustrate
in a systemic way the extent of the environmental impacts
that have surfaced during the pandemic, either as a direct
result of social isolation or not. We live in a time when people,

movements and companies appear to be
more sensitive to environmental issues. Looking for
new ways so that, together, we can achieve a balance
in the world's ecosystems.
Looking more clearly at the consequences of social
isolation, we have an opportunity to shed light on issues
that have been hidden over the past few decades. At this
moment, we are at a turning point where a portion of
the population appears to be seeing the effects of
their attitudes holistically. It is becoming increasingly
evident how much each small action directly impacts
the socio-environmental context of the world.
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Therefore, our goals with this Mindmap are:
Awareness
Deepen the debate around environmental issues so that
people can build a systemic view on the subject.
We want to show the cause-effect relationship between
what we do and the impact it generates.
Mobilisation
Reinforce that the actions that must be taken to guarantee
the environmental preservation of the planet, as well as
its thousands of species, do not depend only on government
agencies and large companies, but also on the behaviour
of each individual.

We believe in three action areas for citizens so that the positive
impacts can reverberate over the next decades:
_ production and consumption below
the ecological ceiling
_ vote for leaders committed to
science and sustainability
_ engage in local movements and call
on others to become involved

Throughout the Mindmap you will notice that each of the
mapped points is related to some of these attitudes that
you can address in your life, in order to positively impact and
regenerate our home, Gaia, beyond the post-Covid context.
It is worth emphasising that this Mindmap is in constant
development, since it is a collaborative document.
We continue to monitor the impacts of Covid-19 on the
environment in real-time, based on the criteria presented here.
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Elements
This study has been divided into four different categories: Life, Air, Land and Water.
Although we recognise the interdependent and systemic relationship
of the four elements, the division helps us to understand which part was most
impacted by each of the mapped phenomena.
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The Mindmap is interactive
It does not follow a linear order, so just click on the parts indicated on the map to
understand the environmental impact identified in each region. As our main objective is
to facilitate a holistic and systemic view of the events, each item contains a summary, but
the sources of each news item in full are available for further analysis. Each item contains
a summary, but the sources of each news item in full are available for further analysis.
The words that surround the map are also clickable. From these words you can access
the second stage of the document, presenting the attitudes that can be adopted by each
individual to contribute positively to the planet's regeneration.
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Global

O Globo

Monkeys go looking for food in Thailand.
Boars and peacocks appear on the streets of Spain.
Deer rest peacefully in Nara, Japan, without the
presence of tourists.

Photography: Soe Zeya Tun / Reuters
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life

With less human circulation,
animals take to the streets of cities
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USA

CNN Brazil

The blue dragon is an extremely rare species
of mollusk, similar to a sea slug, usually found
in the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. It is
thought that the presence of these animals
is due to the reduced human presence in the
Padre Island National Park (Texas, USA).

Photographs: Wikimedia Commons,
Magnus Mundi
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life

Blue dragon is seen in
the Gulf of Mexico
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Global

Canada's
National
Observer

For some species of animals, especially
"generalists" (who feed on a wide variety
of foods), human social isolation during
lockdown has been beneficial. It reduced the

Photography: Flickr/gpa Photo Archive (CC by 2.0)

flow of people and allowed free movement
of these animals. However, this is not a rule.
For other species, lockdown is a threat to life.
The "specialist" animals need very specific
conditions to survive, as they do not eat any
type of food. Many of them were fed by tourist
flows, without which they run the risk of not
finding suitable food.
eco

life

Coronavirus lockdown
can be a blessing or a
threat to many animals
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Indonesia

The Jakarta
Post

Even with the spread of the
coronavirus, illegal fishing
remains abundant in the
North Natuna Sea (Indonesia),
according to officials. The
governments of Vietnam and
Indonesia are struggling to
reach a mutually beneficial
agreement for the protection
of coastal regions.

Photographyr: Jessica Helena Wuysang
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life

Illegal fishing still
exists in the North
Natuna Sea
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Global / África

SWI
swissinfo

Economic difficulties can damage local
infrastructure, reduce salaries for professionals
and increase poaching.

Photography: REUTERS/Baz Ratner
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life

Without tourists, animal
protection reserves in Africa
prepare for the worst
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USA

National
Geographic

The return of great white sharks to
the Maine region over the past two
decades is a conservation success
story. Despite this, an attack
followed by the death of a person
swimming in the area reinforced an
emerging public security concern.

Photography: Brain J. Skerry, Nat Geo Image Collection
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life

Great White Shark
returns to the
state of Maine
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Brazil

Portal R7

A video circulated on social media in
which a man believed he was filming
a sea lion. But it is a sea elephant,
according to biologist Rafael Carvalho,
from Maqua (Laboratory of Aquatic
Mammals and Bioindicators of
UERJ). The biologist also warned that
sunbathers respect the animal's space.

Photography: Helena Barreto/Arquivo pessoal
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life

Elephant seal spotted on
Arpoador beach in Rio
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O Globo

According to documentary filmmaker
Ricardo Gomes, animals that
don't usually remain hidden have
reappeared due to the reduction of
human activities in their habitat.
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Brazil

Photography: Instituto Mar Urbano

life

Biologist finds rare
species diving in
Guanabara Bay
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Thailand

The New
York Times

Photography: Adam Dean

Since the coronavirus pandemic
accelerated in Khao Yai, Thailand's
oldest national park has been closed
to visitors. Without jeeps and crowds,
the park's 300 elephants were able to
move freely, venturing on paths once
filled with people.
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life

Once threatened by
Thai crowds, elephants
move freely again in
National Park during
social isolation
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Carbon
Tax Center

Around the world, it is estimated that
the halt in economic activity, caused
by the coronavirus pandemic, will slow
down the increase of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere this year by 50%.
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Global

Photography: Martin Sepion

air

Measures taken to slow
the spread of coronavirus
can reduce 7 gigatonnes
of CO2 emissions into the
atmosphere
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China

Tilt – UOL

Photography: Pixabay

This data proves the relevance
of the reduction of economic
activities to contain the effects
of climate change.
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air

In China, four weeks
of reduced economic
activity prevented
200 million tons of
greenhouse gases from
being released into the
atmosphere.
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Europe

Bloomberg

Ursula Von Der Leyen, President of the
European Commission, seeks a postcoronavirus economic rescue plan supported
by the Green Deal, which aims at climate
neutrality by 2050. The most ambitious
stimulus package in the world will set
aside tens of billions of euros for hydrogen
technology: considered a fuel for the future,
as it is less harmful to the environment.

Photography: Louis Maniquet
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air

European Union's green
stimulus plan places its
biggest bet on hydrogen
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Global

Folha de
S. Paulo

Even if the world achieves a 7% reduction in global
carbon dioxide emissions, it is still insufficient to
achieve the goals of the Paris Agreement. That rate
would need to be maintained annually to get the
world to meet the goals of the agreement.

Photography: Daniel Born / USGS
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air

If some restrictions continue until
the end of 2020, the reduction in
emissions could reach up to 7%
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France

Valor
Econômico

The investment objective is for the country to
lead the way towards a clean fleet of vehicles,
through:
_ increases in subsidies for the purchase
of electric and hybrid cars;
_ support for research focused on
the use of hydrogen as a clean source
of energy and autonomous cars.
Photography: Marc Heckner / Jan Kaluza
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air

France announces € 8 million
aid to automakers
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China

How Stuff
Works?

The metrics in the Chinese city where
the pandemic originated show that
certain pollutants, including nitrogen
dioxide, reached levels significantly
below average during the months after
the implementation of social isolation.

Photography: David Mcnew /
Getty images / Benjamin Chris
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air

Air pollution reaches
minimum levels during
social isolation in Wuhan
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India

How Stuff
Works?

Earlier this year, the Indian
city's government decreed a
population lockdown, which had
a visible impact with less smoke
in the air. In addition to New Delhi,
other northern regions of the
country also showed a similar
improvement.

Photography: David Mcnew / Getty images
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air

New Delhi shows
significant
improvement in air
quality after lockdown
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Russia

The
Washington
Post

Snow cover is disappearing, ice in the sea
is melting and fires may be more frequent.
This period of unusually mild Arctic weather
is a response to the increased amount of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The Arctic
as a whole is warming more than twice the rate
of the rest of the world. This is leading to major
changes in the way of life for the region's 4
million inhabitants, in addition to many indirect
effects on ecosystems.

Photography: Berkeley Earth
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air

Parts of Siberia are hotter
than Washington DC, with
temperatures almost 40° F
above average
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Brazil

Senado
Notícias

Photography: Nacho Doce

Provisional Measure issued by the
government facilitated the regularisation of
deforested and occupied lands, incentivising
the practice of land grabbing. The topic, which
had been ruled by Mayor Rodrigo Maia, was
removed from the agenda due to strong
pressure from civil society and important
commercial partners (approximately 40
European distributors). After 6 months without
development in Congress, the measure was
removed from legal consideration.
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earth

"MP of Grilagem" is removed
from the Congressional
agenda due to pressure
from people and European
distributors, losing its validity
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Brazil

Portal G1

In the period from January
to April this year, there was a
55% increase in deforestation
compared to the same period
last year, according to data from
the National Institute for Space
Research (INPE).

Photography: Nacho Doce
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earth

Amazon
deforestation
reaches record
levels in 2020
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The Counter

With the closure of the food service
sector, including restaurants, schools and
companies, many farmers have found
it difficult to support themselves. These
economic activities are essential to maintain
the production chain. "We are on the verge
of an agricultural catastrophe that will affect
our relationship with sustainable food for a
generation." – Dan Barber (Chef, Blue Hill)
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USA

Photography: The Counter

earth

Nearly a third of small
independent farmers in the
US will go bankrupt by the
end of 2020
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USA

O Globo

In April 2020, the largest pork producer
in the world, Smithfield Foods,
announced the indefinite closure
of its factory in the USA, due to the
high number of employees infected
by coronavirus.

Photography: Qilai Shen
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earth

World's largest pork
producer closes factory
in the US and alerts
about shortages
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Brazil

Uol

By mid-September, the fire had already
destroyed 2 million hectares. According
to INPE (National Institute for Space
Research), this is the largest series of fires
in the last two decades within the Mato
Grosso region – an area ten times the
combined size of the municipalities of
São Paulo and Rio. The tragedy threatens
not only the flora, but the local fauna,
including the macaw and the jaguar.

Photography: Getty Images / Ueslei Marcelino / Reuters
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earth

In the Pantanal, fire hits the
key locations of jaguars
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Brazil

Brasil de Fato

Due to the reduction in the
circulation of people and the
presence of boats since the
beginning of social isolation,
the waters of Guanabara Bay in
Rio de Janeiro are clearer than
the levels usually encountered.

Photography: Jaqueline Deister
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water

Waters of
Guanabara Bay
lighter than usual
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Brazil

Rádio Cultura

The landscape of Foz do Iguaçu has completely
changed due to the worst drought experienced in
the state of Paraná since records began. Also, the
significant reduction in the number of visitors due
to the pandemic has brought new challenges to a
region largely dependent on tourism.
Photography: Rádio Cultura
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water

Iguaçu Falls in times of drought
and coronavirus
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Global

Olhar Digital

The institution is researching the pandemic's
impact on air, water and greenhouse gas
emissions into the atmosphere. The study
is one of the first of its kind and at an
unprecedented scale.

Photography: NASA / Daniel Olah
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water

NASA funds study to monitor
the environmental impact of
the coronavirus
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Global

Marie Claire

Coronavirus significantly increased the
consumption of certain hospital items
and many of them ended up being
incorrectly discarded, found in the seas
by the French NGO Mar Limpo.

Photography: Marie Claire
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water

Contamination of the
seas by incorrect disposal
of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE)
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What you can do to contribute
More than just highlighting the issues, this document also intends to show how each
individual can contribute to the regeneration of the planet. We understand that there
are three key pillars of activity that are within everyone's reach:

Pillar 1

Pillar 2

Pillar 3

Produce and
consume within
ecological boundaries

Vote for leaders
committed to science
and sustainability

Engage yourself
(and others) in local
movements

eco

Pillar 1

Produce and consume
within ecological
boundaries
We know that natural resources are finite, so

To help people practice

it is essential to learn how to produce and

conscious consumption

consume in a sustainable way. Rethink your

we recommend this

own consumption patterns and eliminate

Akatu Institute.

waste. Know the production chain of what
you consume and analyse the negative and
positive impacts of this journey. In this case,
one option is to prioritise the consumption
of companies that demonstrate a genuine
environmental commitment.

during the crisis,
material prepared by the

eco

Pillar 2

Vote for leaders
committed to science
and sustainability
Voting is one of the most important
tools to change our society.
Choose leaders who are truly
committed to scientific knowledge
and the regeneration of the planet.
In addition to voting, we need to
hold these leaders to account on
transparency and results.
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Pillar 2

Posters in honour of inspiring leaders, who have fought to defend nature. Series created by
Helena Nabuco, originally created for Mandalah's publication Breakback.

Access Breakback,
a Mandalah publication
on leadership.
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Engage yourself (and others)
in local movements
Pillar 3

Change depends on all of us and it is not
enough to just delegate responsibility
to others. Look for a way to contribute,
no matter how small that contribution.
Encourage others to do the same. Big
transformations start with small actions.

eco

The Mandalah
team recommends
some projects to
help combat the
Pantanal fires.

WWF Pantanal

Homem Pantaneiro Institute

provides immediate support in
fighting fires and deforestation taking
place in the region.

organisation that works to
preserve the Pantanal biome
and local culture.

Ampara Animal

Comitiva Esperança

the organisation has created a
campaign to raise funds for animals that
are being rescued from fires in the
Pantanal and is also recruiting vets to join the
team of volunteers in the region.

("Hope Committee")
movement that brings together citizens, companies
and institutions in Mato Grosso to ensure that
food and personal hygiene products reach the
citizens of the region who are at risk.
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The Mandalah
team recommends
some impact
projects to engage
and contribute to
environmental causes.

Amazônia Contra
a Covid ("Amazonia
Against Covid")
to help the indigenous peoples of
the Amazon against Covid-19

Combater as
Mudanças Climáticas
("Combat Climate
Change")
program of the NGO The
Nature Conservancy

Amigos da Terra
("Friends of the Earth")

Mata Atlântica
("Atlântica Forest")

research program on
agricultural supply chains
in Brazil

WWF program to preserve
the Mata Atlântica

Nós Cuidamos
("We Take Care")

Funbio

project to guarantee food security,
information and health for
the 23 indigenous people of the
Negro River, Amazon

Brazilian Biodiversity
Fund

eco

The Mandalah
team recommends
some impact
projects to engage
and contribute to
environmental causes.

Friends of the Earth

Rainforest Action Network

Wildlife Conservation
Society

fight for climate and
economic justice

acts against agricultural companies and
industries that increase deforestation and
climate change in Brazil

Black Jaguar Foundation

Extinction Rebellion

Project Drawdown

active in one of the largest
reforestation projects in Brazil

international and non-partisan movement that
uses direct and non-violent actions to
convince governments to act fairly in
climate and ecological emergencies. The UK
is the main focus of action

aims to help the world to achieve
“Drawdown”, a future moment when
the levels of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere stop rising and start to
decrease constantly

dedicated to saving wildlife

back to
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Inspiring Leaders
We have selected some people who are doing incredible work
and using their position of influence to raise awareness in
society about the urgency of environmental regeneration.
The following list is intended to inspire people to explore the

eco

subject through a variety of diverse lenses.
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“The great crisis of our time
is that our minds have been
manipulated to give power
to illusions. We started
measuring growth not in terms
of how life is enriched, but in
terms of how life is destroyed.”
––––– Vandana Shiva

To learn more about Vandana
Shiva's work, we recommend this article

eco

she wrote during the pandemic.
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“With the coronavirus crisis, nature
is sending a strong message. It is an
alert, a reminder that we cannot
continue to produce pollution and
waste thinking that there are no
consequences for our activities.
Now, we know that there is the
strength of karma and, in this case,
it is called the coronavirus.”
––––– Satish Kumar

If you want to go deeper into Satish Kumar's ideology,
we recommend this recent article of his, with lessons

eco

we can learn from this crisis.
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“Development ... for me, this
word means the destruction of
forests and the extermination
of indigenous peoples.”
––––– Davi Kopenawa

To better understand the thinking of the
indigenous leader Davi Kopenawa, we recommend
a recent speech of his, about the concern with

eco

indigenous peoples at this moment.
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“The only way to feel eternally alive,
creative and productive is to radically
love the most splendid thing through
which everything has ever been created,
the planets, the trees, the water, the
nutrients, everything that exists: Life.”
––––– Marina Silva

If you want to go deeper into Marina Silva's thinking,
we recommend reading the article on what
we can do to preserve the future, in Breakback,

eco

a Mandalah publication on leadership.
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“Why does it make us feel
uncomfortable to be falling? (...) Let's
take advantage of all our critical and
creative capacities to build colourful
parachutes. Let's think about space
not as a confined place, but as the
cosmos where we can drop down
into in colourful parachutes.”
––––– Ailton Krenak

If you want to go deeper into the work of Ailton
Krenak, we recommend the book "Tomorrow is

eco

Not For Sale", published during the pandemic.
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“The year 2078, I will celebrate my
75th birthday. If I have children or
grandchildren, maybe they will spend
that day with me. Maybe they will ask
me about you, the people who were
around, back in 2018. Maybe they will
ask why you didn't do anything while
there still was time to act.”
––––– Greta Thunberg

To better understand Greta Thunberg's thinking, we
recommend that you watch the video of her speech to world

eco

leaders during a meeting on climate change at the UN in 2019.
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“We need to change the current economy,
which is degenerative by definition, to one
that is regenerative by design. 21st century
economists have a crucial role to play at this
time: cultivating the potential of business,
finance, collective goods, the state and
also human nature, so that this
regenerative future can flourish.”
––––– Kate Raworth

If you want to go deeper into Kate Raworth's economic
theory (Donut Economics), we recommend the video
series in which she didactically explains the seven

eco

ways to "think like a 21st century economist".
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“The notion of regenerative development
comprises not only human beings, but social and
cultural structures as part of the indivisible of
ecosystems. This systemic, biological and cultural
view of development contributes to maintaining
diversity and to strengthening the connection
between people and places. The focus is on
preserving the health of ecosystems, ensuring the
integrity of nature and social well-being.”
––––– Daniel Wahl

To learn more about the concept of Design for
Regenerative Cultures developed by Daniel Wahl,

eco

we recommend this article:
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“Evidence on climate risk is forcing investors
to reevaluate the basic assumptions about
modern finance. By researching a wide
range of organisations, we deepen our
understanding of how climate risk will impact
both our tangible world and the global
system that finances economic growth.
Climate risk is necessarily an investment risk.”
––––– Larry Fink, CEO, BlackRock

Click the link to read the latest of Black Rock
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CEO Larry Fink's annual letters to CEOs.
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“Taking care of our planet
does not go against a
successful business.”
––––– Rose Marcario, Former CEO, Patagonia

Learn more about the purpose and
apparent contradiction of Patagonia's

eco

anti-consumerist marketing.
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“Before the Covid-19 crisis, it was already
clear that the current capitalist model needed
repair. Globalisation and capitalism are good
for companies like ours, but globalisation and
capitalism at the expense of people and the
planet are not. It is therefore up to companies
like ours, working with partners - NGOs,
governmental organisations, academics,
suppliers, customers - to lead a new model of
capitalism and build a better future.”
––––– Alan Jope, CEO, Unilever
To read more about Unilever's position on
sustainability, we recommend this article including
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strong comments from Unilever CEO, Alan Jope.
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“Climate change is a sign that the world
is not going to tell us what we have to do.
We have to learn to walk towards this new
world. Which does not mean dominating it;
but getting to the point where we recognise
that we don't control anything. Wanting to
control nature is an illusion. ”
––––– Bayo Akomolafe

If you want to know more about the work of Nigerian
philosopher Bayo Akomolafe, we recommend reading this
interview with him, where he talks about climate crisis, nature

eco

and coronavirus, challenging Western philosophy.
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